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FLOWER SCHOOL

NOT JUST A PRETTY VASE
After a white ceramic vessel reminded floral designer

Lindsey Taylor of the face in a Picasso painting, she decided
to complete the picture with blooms

FEBRUARY ON the East
Coast can be gloomy. During
these hibernating days,
the frozen garden offers lit-
tle color to cut and bring
indoors. So when the time
came to choose a piece of
art to serve as this month’s
inspiration, I sought out
something vivid, playful
and mood-elevating.

A number of factors con-
spired to lead me to “The
Red Armchair” (1931), a
painting by Pablo Picasso
(1881-1973). I had recently
seen an exhibit of his sculp-
tures at New York’s Museum
of Modern Art, so he was
on my mind. I’d also come
across a white earthenware
vessel, known as the Medusa
vase, by ceramist Frances
Palmer. The wriggly stripes
she’d pinched into the clay
and the looping handles re-
called Picasso’s work in gen-
eral and specifically the face
in this painting, a canvas
that met my criteria for Feb-
ruary-doldrums-banishing.

Vessels are important.

They should give you as
much joy empty as full, and
different styles serve differ-
ent functions: Straight-sided
shapes give flowers a verti-
cal modern rigor; a form
that nips and flares, like
an ironstone pitcher, lets
blooms fall horizontally for
a looser, romantic look.

From the flower market
and a local deli I sourced
a bold mix of purple anemo-
nes, yellow roses, red parrot
tulips, orange kumquat cut-
tings with green leaves, deep
plum ninebark and nandina
foliage. I then grouped hues
to reference the canvas’s
color blocking. The yellows
and oranges on the painting’s
left were supplied by roses
and kumquats. Anemones
and ninebark evoke the up-
per right quadrant, and red
tulips mimic the stripes.

To give depth to the floral
tableau, I tucked another of
Ms. Palmer’s vases, porcelain
in sang de boeuf glaze, to the
left and let a single red tulip
drape over the rim.

This spirited, intense
mix of colors—some from
blooms, some from citrus—
successfully dispelled even
the most ferocious February
cabin fever.

”The Red Armchair” (1931),
above, by Pablo Picasso,
suggested a tableau of
anemones, roses, tulips,
kumquats and plum ninebark,
left. White earthenware
Medusa Vase, $450, and Por-
celain Oxblood Vase, $450,
francespalmerpottery.com

THE INSPIRATION

THE ARRANGEMENT

Nine standout pieces from the trendsetting
French design show Maison et Objet

Paris Batch
FRESH PICKS

SHAPE SHIFTER Like choose-your-
own-adventure stained glass, Roche
Bobois’s table lamp projects LED light
through jewel-colored scrims—reconfigu-
rable acetate panels—on a compact metal

rack. Arturo Erbsman
Chroma Table
Lamp, $1,420,
for locations
and to preorder,
go to roche-
bobois.com
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SLOPE FOR THE BEST Radiating
Nordic cool, Ercol’s petite sofa in solid
steam-bent ash has ski-jump arms
and a graceful spindle back that makes
it a looker from behind. Marino Two-
Seater Sofa, from $3,320, preorder at
A+R, 800-913-0071

GET TWIGGY WITH IT The quirks are baked right
into these ceramic dishes, which Paris-born Brook-
lynite Caroline Petit Mason makes and decorates
by hand. Available in 7- and 8.5-inch sizes. Branch
Plates, from $50 each, threesevenus.com

TRAVELING SHOW This slim, multi-
purpose walnut cabinet rests on a
trolley for easy wheeling. Includes
metal-mesh sides and sliding glass
doors in front and back. Neri&Hu
Cabinet of Curiosity by Stellar Works,
$3,980, DWR, 800-591-6965

THE PHRASE “MAISON ET OBJET” doesn’t translate gracefully into
English (“House and Thing”? “Home and Object”?). But the sprawling
French trade fair touting the latest in interior and product design has
become a fluent signifier of global savoir faire—and an increasingly
citywide event. Last week, buyers and the press descended on Paris
to scope out major trends (back-to-nature primitivism), big-name pre-
views (designer Patricia Urquiola’s Deco-inspired desk ac-
cessories for Georg Jensen), techy novelties (Lumio’s
diary-shaped lamp/phone charger) and covetable new
essentials (Hermès’s jungle-themed porcelain). Here,
our picks for the best in show. —Sarah Medford

PIECE OFFERING Pierre Charpin’s 1998 cult
hit, newly reissued by Ligne Roset, can be
configured as a simple club chair (shown in
green-yellow-and-red) or, with the additions
of a few ottomans, a room-filling Slinky.
Pierre Charpin Slice Chair by Ligne Roset,
from $2,670, and Ottoman, from $840 each,
preorder at Ligne Roset, 212-375-1036

BI-LEVEL BEAUTY For this desk inspired
by the sculptures of Alexander Calder, Jaime
Hayon has set two tiers—one a stained-ash
bean shape, the other a disk of either marble
or brass—atop powder-coated steel legs.
An artful station for workaday chores. Jaime
Hayon The Palette Desk JH9 by &tradition,
$3,750, preorder at Suite NY, 877-278-4836

DISHY SPOONS Welsh ceramist
Justine Allison makes wafer-thin
porcelain implements, pinstriped
with a fine glaze, that straddle
the line between decorative and
functional. Justine Allison Spoons,
10 inches long, about $87 per pair,
madebyhandonline.com

A ROCKING GOOD TIME
The focus stays squarely on the
present in Nika Zupanc’s stop-
light-red ceramic clock, which
will rock on its arced supports
if you tap it gently. Nika Zupanc
Infinity Clock by Bosa, about
17 inches tall, from $543, preor-
der at Duplex, 917-803-9103

SOUND AND VISION
Whether you stream
your music or spin it,
La Boite Concept’s high-
fidelity speaker console
will package it with

style: a leather top, black-lacquer finish
and raked legs give the eight-speaker
plug-and-play system (with space for a turn-
table) the profile of a handsome writing
desk. La Boite Concept LP 160, $4,150,
preorder at A+R, 800-913-0071
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